Abstract. When metadata is distributed across many metadata servers in a distributed file system with a locality-preserving metadata distribution unit like a directory, simply increasing the number of metadata servers does not give high-aggregate performance for the metadata operation such as file creation. This paper proposes an effective and consistent method for processing metadata operations, at low cost, without depending on the traditional 2 phase commit protocol. Designing an alternate protocol, we showed that the performance limitations of metadata operations, caused by the distributed environment, can be overcome and the materialization of a large-scale distributed file system is actually possible.
Introduction
Mobile phones and social medias are producing data constantly, and IoT devices will generate huge amounts of data in the near future. In order to accommodate this largescale data, many researches on very large-scale storages have been conducted [1, 2, 3, 4] . Especially, the reliable metadata server cluster technology is necessary to handle the exa-scale number of files. However, the existing peta-scale storage technology does not yet support the exa-scale number of metadata [5] .
As the metadata server cluster is comprised of many metadata servers and namespace is distributed over the metadata servers, processing a single metadata operation needs a frequent intervention of several metadata servers. For example, updating a metadata for a specific file demands an access to one metadata server where the file's metadata will be updated and additional access to another metadata server where the mtime attribute of the parent directory of the file will be updated. This intervention of a plurality of metadata servers, in processing a single metadata operation, demands the use of the distributed transaction.
While the strict processing of distributed transactions requires the 2 phase commit protocol (2PC) [6, 7] , it takes a lot of time and cost to adopt that protocol simply. In this paper, we propose an efficient and consistent method for processing metadata operations on the metadata server cluster in large-scale distributed file systems, ruling out the use of 2PC. Section 2 describes the background knowledge. In section 3, we present the design of our method for processing the distributed metadata without using 2PC, and then the cost analysis result of our method is shown. The conclusion of our research is in section 4.
Background
2PC, which describes an atomic commit protocol between one coordinator and many cohorts, is the canonical protocol for processing distributed transactions. 2PC is divided by the first and second phases: voting on whether the transaction can be committed is done in the first phase, and the voting result of the first phase is transferred to all cohorts in the section phase. 2PC under the normal condition is as follows. First, a coordinator sends prepare messages to all cohorts. If a cohort wants the commit, it force-writes the prepare message on its log and returns the ready message to the coordinator. If, however, a cohort wants the abort, the abort message is force-written on the cohort's log and the abort message is returned to the coordinator. Receiving ready messages from all cohorts, the coordinator force-writes the commit on its log. If there is any one cohort that returns the abort message, the abort is force-written on the log of the coordinator.
Second, the coordinator sends all cohorts the commit/abort messages determined from the voting result. Based on the commit/abort message received, the cohort forcewrites the commit/abort on its log and then returns the acknowledgment to the coordinator. After receiving the acknowledgment, the coordinator records the end on its log.
As discussed above, 2PC needs a lot of messages between coordinator and cohorts and expensive force-writes on logs. This high cost of 2PC is unavoidable for ensuring the consistency of individual sub-transactions of the distributed transaction when failure occurs. Nonetheless, 2PC cannot support all scenarios for transactions [7] . For example, 2PC assumes that the failed servers will eventually be restored. If a coordinator, after receiving the voting result from a cohort, fails and cannot be recovered permanently, the cohort cannot process its own sub-transaction arbitrarily and must wait the decision of the coordinator eternally. Thus, it is necessary to replace 2PC with an alternate protocol that reduces the high cost of both messaging among metadata servers and force-writing on logs.
Design and Evaluation of Effective Metadata Operation Processing
When the metadata distribution unit is directory, the inodes for all the children belonging to the same parent directory are stored together on one metadata server. In this condition, metadata operations can be classified into three categories. First, there is a class of metadata operations, such as create, getattr, etc., that run on a single metadata server only (category 1). Second, the metadata operation that is distributed and run on two metadata servers includes mkdir, rmdir, hardlink, and so on (category 2). Very special metadata operation such as rename needs the intervention of many metadata servers (category 3).
When dealing with metadata operations, our protocol has three principles. First, the protocol runs quickly without overhead like 2PC. Second, though failures can generate garbage objects during the execution of our protocol, the garbage objects do not affect the safety of metadata. Third, the failure of complex metadata operation like rename needs the additional recovery process that can be used to maintain the consistency of metadata.
For the purpose of explanation of our protocol, we demonstrate the representative protocols according to the three categories of metadata operations. First, the create operation which takes the inode number of its parent directory and the name of the file to be created has the protocol shown in Figure 1 .
Fig. 1. The protocol for create metadata operation
As can be seen in Figure 1 , processing of the category 1 operation does not need the distributed transaction because the inode and directory entry for a new file are created and manipulated in a single metadata server only. Specifically, we perform a single transaction in which the new inode for a new file is made and then the directory entry that records the inode number, the file's name, and the metadata server location is made in sequence.
Second, the mkdir protocol is illustrated in Figure 2 . In Figure 2 , the inode and directory entry -the result of the mkdir operation -are stored separately in different metadata servers. While the distributed transaction can be applied to the mkdir-like operations, the single transaction is performed, in our protocol, on the creation of inode and directory entry, respectively. However, in doing so, there is a possibility that the inode is created successfully but the directory entry is not made, because of a metadata server failure, so that the garbage object can stay alive. Nonetheless, this garbage does not make the metadata unsafe, and we can detect and clean the garbage using the log recovery process of the failed metadata server.
Third, the rename is a very special metadata operation. Up to four metadata servers are needed to process the write-mode transaction, but checking the dangling directory may require far more than those number of metadata servers. Figure 3 shows the mechanism for avoiding the dangling directory: while downward traversing from the root (/) to target directory, the existence of each component of the directory path is checked and the detecting job of the dangling directory is executed outside the transaction unit in rename metadata operation. The features for our rename protocol is the serial update, the dangling directory check based on directory full path made from the client's directory path cache, the ordered locking sequence for avoiding deadlocks, a possibility of garbage generation, and the detection and removal of garbage objects using the log recovery.
Fig. 3. Checking the dangling directory in rename metadata operation
We analyzed our protocols based on the number of log force-writes because forcewriting log is the dominant cost in distributed systems. The category 1 operations need only one metadata server for its transaction processing so that the number of forced log writes is just one for each metadata operation. For each of the category 2 operations, two metadata servers are accessed but, instead of the distributed transaction, a single transaction is executed for each metadata server. Thus, the number of forced log writes per metadata server is just one. In category 3, though four write-mode single transactions can be executed in four metadata servers aggregately, only one forced log writing for each metadata server is done. In short, applying our protocols, we can actually maintain the large cluster of metadata servers because the number of forced log writes becomes reduced to 1/2 of that of 2PC so that the high cost of the distributed transaction can be avoidable.
Conclusion
This paper proposes an alternate method for processing metadata operations in a metadata server cluster where metadata is distributed by the directory unit. Using our method, metadata operations are categorized into three types, but each metadata operation causes just a single transaction to be executed in each metadata server involved, regardless of its categories. As a result, the cost for forced log writes is reduced and this enables the light execution of metadata operations in a large cluster of metadata servers, leading to the materialization of a large-scale distributed file system. However, garbage objects can be generated, and the procedure for detecting and cleaning the objects should be regularly performed.
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